Inactivation of cardiac Na+ channel simply through open states as revealed by single-channel analysis in guinea pig ventricular myocytes.
Inactivation of the cardiac Na(+) channel was analyzed by recording channel currents from a cell-attached patch containing only one functional Na(+) channel in guinea-pig ventricular myocytes. A two-step test pulse, first to variable levels (Pulse 1) and then to -30 mV (Pulse 2) was applied from a holding potential of -140 mV. When a cumulative histogram was determined for the latency of first opening, the histogram was well fitted with a single exponential function at -70 to -30 mV of Pulse 1. The activation time course of ensemble average was virtually single exponential. Although the ensemble average of 500 sweeps showed various extents of inactivation during Pulse 1, the saturation level of the cumulative first-latency histogram at the end of the two-step pulse was almost constant (0.7-0.8), irrespective of Pulse 1. Even when the interval between successive test pulses was prolonged from 70 to 970 ms, the saturation level of the histogram was not modified. These findings are consistent with inactivation only through the open state. Thus, the apparent "blank sweep inactivation" does not necessarily indicate direct inactivation from closed states. These findings support the hypothesis that the inactivation of cardiac Na(+) channel occurs exclusively through the open state.